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moreover, you can design and analyze systems with
zemax, using the bridge for the cam and/or vic code.
you can create and analyze optical systems using the
bridge for optistudio, which can be used to design and
analyze optical systems. this is a software that can be
used to design optical and illumination systems as well
as provide the capabilities for modeling optical
systems like multi-element lenses, aspherical lenses,
mirrors and prisms. you can also create standard
analytical graphs, such as point and segment x-ray
graphs. zemax can also model the effect of optical
coatings on component surfaces. zemax opticstudio
professional 2019 can be used by the scientists and
engineers who are working on this field to design and
analyze optical systems. through this software you can
design and analyze optical systems, such as multi-
element lenses, aspherical lenses, mirrors and prisms,
and work with many standard material types, like
glass and plastics. zemax can also track serial
numbers continuously through visual or even non-
serial elements. it is also possible to produce standard
analytical graphs, such as point and segment x-ray
graphs. zemax can also model the effect of optical
coatings on component surfaces. furthermore, it is a
useful application which has got all the features which
are found in the professional edition. it has got the
dynamic cad control, lightningtrace, illumination maps
and a comprehensive zemax reference library for the
optical as well as illumination design systems. you can
expand your capabilities with wide resource libraries,
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breakthrough illumination as well as optomechanical
features for simulation, design and optimization. the
advanced path analysis will determine the stray light
paths automatically which are most problematic. you
can also change the cad parts dynamically in
optistudio and can create cad parts by using the part
designer. you can also trace the rays from multiple
sources with the source illumination mapping. you can
also simulate the luminous flux at an area of the
interest with reverse radiance which is a unique
reverse ray tracing feature. all in all zemax opticstudio
professional 2019 is a very useful application which
has got dynamic cad control, lightningtrace,
illumination maps and a complete zemax reference
library for optical and illumination design systems.
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